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Abstract—This paper summarizes six presentations, including
two paper submissions, in the special track “Design and
Synthesis of Personalities”. This special track has shed light on
different ways MITRE has incorporated elements of
personality into human-machine interaction research, and it
has showcased perspectives from other organizations as well.
The paper explores major open questions for personality
synthesis – such as how to decide on the “right” personality,
how to express that personality, and what guidance is needed
for personality development – as approached by these six
presenters.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Personality can be thought of as patterns in behavior that
are somewhat consistent within an individual and distinctive
from other individuals [1][2]. By this definition, personality
is an important design consideration for machines, because it
affords human users a way to recognize them and anticipate
their behavior.
In their survey of personality computing, Vinciarelli and
Mohammadi [3] defined personality synthesis as the
generation of artificial cues by a machine such that a human
will attribute particular personality characteristics to it. A
machine’s voice and facial appearance, for example, are
artificial cues that help to synthesize personality. Even nonanthropomorphic attributes such as amount of exposed
hardware affect perceived personality [4]. These cues trigger
human mental models to lead users to expect certain sorts of
behavior.
When synthesizing personality for a use case, two
questions are especially relevant: What is the best personality
for the use case, and what are the appropriate cues to convey
the personality?
Synthetic personality cues impact not only human
expectations but also human attitudes and behavior. A large
body of research indicates that humans instinctively react to
these cues as they would to other humans, a paradigm known
as Computers Are Social Actors [5]. Computers that fail to

observe human norms of politeness cause offense [6], and
computers that speak with empathy improve human mood
[7]. There is a currently a gap in guidance to ensure positive
emotional and psychological impact and minimize risk.
Applications that incorporate personality into their
language, behavior, and appearance are nothing new [8].
However, recent developments highlight the need for
research and guidance on personality synthesis, such as the
growing popularity of chatbots and voice assistants [9],
increasing investment in telehealth technology [10],
deployment of robot helpers and companions for an aging
population [11], and demand for effective human-machine
interfaces in autonomous vehicles [12]. As a not-for-profit
organization operating several federally funded research and
development centers for the United States Government,
MITRE has the opportunity to approach this cross-domain
need from multiple angles.
II.

SUBMISSIONS

The first presenter comes from outside MITRE. “AI
Digital Workforce: Principles for Successful Adoption and
Scalability” by Rinker [13] provides an industry perspective
on the demand signal and trends for personality synthesis in
the commercial space, broadening our discourse beyond
MITRE’s government and research-oriented work program.
The PRSONAS product line consists of digital personalities
that serve as receptionists, guides, brand ambassadors, and
product specialists. Digital employees ideally free up humans
for more creative and interesting tasks. This presentation
introduces a key insight: Synthetic personalities need not
(and should not) mimic humans; rather, they should focus on
communicating information and social cues appropriate to
their purpose.
The second presentation is of a paper by Strickland and
Stanley [14]. Written from the perspective of accessibility
and inclusive design, this paper illuminates novel challenges
that must be overcome for synthetic personalities to offer
good experiences to all people. Current digital accessibility
guidelines focus on making interfaces easy to understand and
navigate for people with various physiological, cognitive,
and situational impairments. Applications with personality
add a layer of complexity, as not all personalities are

agreeable to all people. Designers must take into account the
likely range of expectations, dispositions, moods, and
cultural affiliations of their users. Conducting studies with
representative users and allowing user choice and
customization are critical to achieving this goal.
Third is a presentation of a paper by Friedman et al. [15]
closely examining six social cues and how they can be used
to reveal or implicitly communicate the internal state of an
artificial agent. For instance, a fast speech tempo is
associated with urgency and can indicate that the agent
perceives time pressure. Meanwhile, a slow speech tempo
conveys low confidence in what is being said. This paper
demonstrates that, in addition to social engagement,
personality-related cues can have an informational purpose.
When applied appropriately they convey important
information seamlessly.
The presentation by Miller [16] continues the discussion
of how to select and implement personality cues, diving
deeply into language and speech. Dialoguing with themes
from previous presentations, this presentation considers
various aspects of voice and language style, including
gender, culture, regional style, prosody, and degree of
humanness. Computers can take advantage of conversational
dynamics to express and negotiate their relationship to
conversational partners, just as humans do. These speech
characteristics are a product of underlying models, which
means that personality design is not just for content
developers; it affects technical requirements.
The first of two applied use cases, Elson’s presentation
[17] describes Now We’re Talking, a serious game by which
active service members and veterans can practice
conversation skills to maintain healthy relationships. Based
on established theory and research, the game supports oneon-one conversations with an artificial partner. The partner
simulates varying levels of emotional intelligence –
awareness of and control over emotions. In turn, the user
must exercise emotional intelligence to keep the
conversation on the right track. The partner’s attitude is
conveyed by wording of content, facial expression, and
“stage directions” accompanying the text.
The final presentation by Horinek and McDermott [18]
describes the ACQ-SYNC | JumpStart App for acquisitions
professionals and its digital assistant PEG (Policy Education
and Guidance). Traits and guiding principles such as
“classy” and “not antagonize” lend a consistent style to
PEG’s content and imagery. At the same time, the app offers
three different PEGs with different priorities – Speedy PEG,
Innovative PEG, and Avoid Replanning PEG – that may
make different and conflicting recommendations. Because it
illustrates multiple versions of a digital assistant, this
presentation especially encourages critical thinking about
what makes a synthetic personality consistent and distinctive.

III.

CONCLUSIONS

The presentations in this track offer helpful examples and
contribute to our understanding of key questions regarding
the design and synthesis of personalities.
These presentations explore a wide range of cues for
expressing personalities, including voice, text, language
style, gesture, imagery, and more. These cues have not only a
social purpose but an informational purpose as well,
impacting human-machine interaction performance in
multiple ways.
As for choosing a personality, the use cases in this track
illustrate methodologies and guiding principles. Empathy,
emotional intelligence, and trustworthiness seem to be
broadly desirable synthetic personality traits. At the same
time, personalities are made for a purpose, and low
emotional intelligence can make sense in the right context,
such as a challenging training environment.
These presentations also remind us to look not just at the
use case but at the user, as different users have different
expectations, preferences, and sensitivities. Technology that
fails its use case is simply a lesson learned; technology that
has negative impacts on its users is an ethical dilemma.
Personality synthesis continues to grow in popularity.
Future research will need to earnestly examine how to
produce personalities that are effective, engaging, and safe
for consumers.
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